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“Every child is an artist.  The problem is how to remain an artist once we grow up” –

Pablo Picasso” 

 

Dear Mums, Dads, Grandmas and Grandpas 

Hope you all had a lovely week. 

This week’s Sedra is Parashas Korach. We briefly discussed with the children that Korach was a 

naughty man who was very jealous of Moshe and Aharon, the leaders of the Jewish people. 

Korach tried to get lots of people to join his him against Moshe and Aharon. But in the end, 

Hashem showed that Moshe and Aharon and all their followers were the right ones. One of the 

ways Hashem did this was with the miracle of Aharon’s stick.12 sticks were left overnight in the 

Mishkan and it was only Aharon’s one which blossomed with lots of pretty flowers and almonds. 

This proved to the Jewish people that Aharon was right.   

Monday: Today we have received so very many mitzvah notes. We have been so excited to hear 

about all the wonderful things that our children have been doing at home. The children are filled 

with pride when we read out their mitzvah notes in front of everyone and get so excited when 

their friends clap. Well done children for doing so many fantastic mitzvos and helpful things, we 

are so looking forward to hearing more! WELL DONE CHILDREN!!!  

The children started to recreate Aaron’s stick using their amazing creative skills! The children have 

decorated their Aaron sticks with beautiful decorations, tissue paper flowers and leaves and 

plenty of sequins to show the miracle which happened! 

Tuesday: The children were so excited to see that Father’s Day cards were being made with 

pictures of them and their Daddy’s! We spoke about how special Daddy is and the children were 

telling us lovely stories about what they get up to with their Daddy. “I go shopping with my 

Daddy”, “Daddy likes to put me on his shoulders”, “My Daddy is so strong!”, My Daddy puts me to 

bed”. It was so lovely to hear the children talk about their Daddies and the children are clearly so 

proud to have a Dad like theirs! Aww such amazing Daddies you all have children!!!  

The children practiced hand eye coordination today by giving them the opportunity to thread 

pipe cleaners through colanders.  This activity strengthens the muscles in their fingers but more 

importantly is the ability of the vision system to coordinate the information received through the 

eyes to control, guide and direct the hands in the accomplishment of a given task such as mark 

making and later on handwriting! Hand eye-coordination uses the eyes to direct attention and 

the hands to execute a task.  
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Wednesday: “SHOW & TELL!”…..Another session of lovely special items bought in by the children 

today! Superman Man of Steel car “It’s a Superman car, when I push it with my hand, it goes on 

the floor all by itself” GREAT!! A watch “orange watch”, a muslin “I’ve got a muslin, I go to sleep 

with it and throw it and catch it!” WOW, THE THINGS YOU CAN DO WITH A MUSLIN!, sun cream “ 

I have sun cream because it’s hot” QUITE RIGHT!!, balloons, one in the shape of a dog “ orange 

and black doggy balloon, my daddy done it” WELL DONE DADDY! WE WERE VERY IMPRESSED!, a 

toaster which pops up toy toast “ a toaster and toast for the new kitchen, it will pop up by itself!” 

THANK YOU FOR A LOVELY DEMONSTRATION, IT MADE US ALL JUMP! A Peppa Pig keyring 

“Peppa Pig in my bedroom”, Toby the train “I’ve got Toby, Grandma bought him for me!” WOW, 

SUCH A LOVELY SENTENCE!! A toy push along dog “ I’ve got a doggy and I play with it in the 

morning…every morning!!” Two little cardboard French books “. The animal book and the 

ladybird book, Elai reads them” LOVELY DESCRIPTION! A lovely photo with big brothers “It’s Elijah 

and Jayden” A little bug in a box that has wiggly legs (we loved this one) “it’s a spider, from 

Daddy” This little boy showed his friends a demonstration and showed such confidence  WELL 

DONE!!! A toy Mercedez Benz “car, I share with Jack” Chocolate pastry cake “from the party” THIS 

DID MAKE US LAUGH. An Emily train book “Emily”  and finally we had lovely painted green nails 

on show “I painted my nails in green and I’m having my ears pierced when it’s my birthday!” 

WOW!!!!  

Thursday: PLAY DOUGH…YEY! We all know that play dough is fun and popular with young 

children, but the fabulous benefits and learning opportunities that happen along the way when 

playing with play dough are unbelievable! The malleable properties of play dough make it so 

much fun for investigation and exploration as well as secretly building up strength in all the tiny 

hand muscles and tendons, making them ready for pencil and scissor control.  It can be squashed, 

squeezed, rolled, flattened, chopped, poked etc.  Each one of these different actions aids fine 

motor development in a different way, not to mention hand-eye coordination and general 

concentration.  Today, pretend pizza was the favourite! THANK YOU CHILDREN FOR YOUR 

LOVELY PIZZA PLAY DOUGH WITH ALL THOSE AMAZING TOPPINGS!  

Such a beautiful day today, so of course we spent lots of time outside with blocks, water play, 

ride-ons, books, puzzles, stickle bricks and doing the HOCKEY COKEY with children learning their 

left from their right! PARENTS, WE ARE PRETTY SURE YOUR LITTLE ONES WILL SLEEP WELL 

TONIGHT!!  

Friday: Mummy & Daddy Shabbos today are: Aliza and Elai 

Book of the Week: Would you rather… (John Burningham) 

Wishing you all a lovely Shabbos and weekend! 

The TLC team 

Tracy, Becky, Rochelle, Nicole, Naomi and Rachel 

 


